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Abstract—Low Power Wide Area Networks (LPWAN) such
as Long Range (LoRa) show great potential in emerging aquatic
IoT applications. However, our deployment experience shows that
the floating LPWAN suffer significant performance degradation,
compared to the static terrestrial deployments. Our measurement
results reveal the reason behind this is due to the polarization
and directivity of the antenna. The dynamic attitude of a floating
node incurs varying signal strength losses, which is ignored
by the attitude-oblivious link model adopted in most of the
existing methods. When accessing the channel at a misaligned
attitude, packet errors can happen. In this paper, we propose an
attitude-aware link model that explicitly quantifies the impact
of node attitude on link quality. Based on the new model, we
propose PolarTracker, a novel channel access method for floating
LPWAN. PolarTracker tracks the node attitude alignment state
and schedules the transmissions into the aligned periods with
better link quality. We implement a prototype of PolarTracker
on commercial LoRa platforms and extensively evaluate its per-
formance in various real-world environments. The experimental
results show that PolarTracker can efficiently improve the packet
reception ratio by 48.8%, compared with ALOHA in LoRaWAN.

I. INTRODUCTION

Despite the prosperity of the Internet of Things (IoT)

in terrestrial environments including both urban and rural

areas, its applications in aquatic environments remain scarce.

With the development of Low Power Wide Area Networks

(LPWAN) such as LoRa (Long Range) [1], [2], IoT systems

begin to be deployed in aquatic environments such as oceans

[3], [4], reservoirs [5], and rivers [6]. The nodes equipped

with anchors float on the water surface, forming the so-called

floating LPWAN. LoRa improves the sensitivity by Chirp

Spread Spectrum (CSS) modulation. For example, Semtech

chipset SX1278 [7], [8] claims a -148dBm sensitivity and is

capable to operate even under the noise floor. Such a high

sensitivity can extend the communication range and offer good

reliability, showing great potential in floating IoT deployments.

However, in practice, we surprisingly observe a significant

performance degradation when migrating the LoRa deploy-

ment from the land to the water. In an open water area, with

the transmission power (Tx power) of 4dBm, a floating node

0.3km away from the gateway can only achieve a Packet

Reception Ratio (PRR) of 64.7%, whereas the terrestrial

node at the same distance can obtain 84% PRR. During the

experiments, we also observe more violent node sway with a

larger magnitude leads to the more severe PRR degradation.

Our further measurement reveals that the reason behind

the performance degradation is the attitude-oblivious chan-

nel access mechanism inherited from the terrestrial system

designs. The antenna of the floating node will change with

its attitude, which further brings about the polarization mis-

alignment of the transceiver antennas. The polarization mis-

alignment will result in the signal strength loss. The existing

attitude-oblivious link model neglects the non-trivial impact

of attitude on the link quality and allows channel access

immediately when the transmitter has a packet. The ignorance

is unproblematic in terrestrial networks because their nodes

usually don’t have sharp attitude changes. But for a floating

node, the constantly changing attitude will lead to the dynamic

additional signal attenuation, resulting in unstable PRR.

How to get reliable performance for the floating LPWAN is

still an open problem. Adopting more robust LoRa parameters

such as increasing the Tx power or coding rate [9], [10] will

lead to poor energy efficiency. For floating networks in open

water, energy is often carefully planned without a redundant

budget. On the other hand, blind retransmissions [11], [12]

consume too much energy but obtain limited improvements

because the retransmission can still happen at the misaligned

attitude. In a nutshell, these conventional reliability enhance-

ment methods are inefficient because they rely on the attitude-

oblivious link model and fail to capture the short-term link

quality variations caused by the fast-changing attitude.

To tackle the above problem, a channel access method that

can capture the best-aligned attitude is desired. But getting

such a method faces the following challenges. First, though

we know the polarization misalignment causes signal strength

loss, the relationship between the link quality and the floating

attitude is still unclear. Besides, the antenna directivity further

complicates the relationship. Blurring the impact of attitude

on link quality inevitably incurs errors in seizing the channel

access opportunities. Second, pinpointing the best channel

access timing is challenging in practice. Channel probing is

infeasible because the LoRa’s long packet transmission time

results in a too low probing rate to timely detect the fast-

changing link quality. The floating node can sway a wide

magnitude within one second. But a LoRa packet can take tens

of milliseconds and even seconds, leaving too many undetected

attitudes and therefore missing the best opportunity. Third,

when designing the channel access methods for the floating

LPWAN that desire a long lifetime to reduce the maintenance



(a) PRR at two distances. (b) RSS changes over time. (c) CDF of RSS.

Fig. 1. The measurement results of the existing method in static and floating environments.

cost, low power consumption should always be kept in mind.

By settling these challenges, we propose PolarTracker, an

attitude-aware channel access method for the floating LPWAN.

• By thoroughly exploiting antenna polarization and direc-

tivity, we conduct real-world observation and discover

the relationship between node attitude and signal strength

loss. We further propose an attitude-aware link quality

model to explicitly quantify the impact of node attitude on

link quality, which is a fundamental model that can guide

the following system designs in aquatic environments.

• We propose PolarTracker, a novel channel access method

for the floating LPWAN. PolarTracker tracks the dynamic

node attitude alignment state and schedules packets into

the aligned periods to obtain better link quality. To the

best of our knowledge, PolarTracker is the first work that

discovers and resolves the reliability problem of LPWAN

caused by the dynamic attitude in aquatic environments.

• We implement a prototype of PolarTracker and exten-

sively evaluate its performance in real-world scenarios.

Our evaluation results show that PolarTracker can accu-

rately track the aligned attitude and improve the PRR by

1.48×, compared to ALOHA used in LoRaWAN.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II

introduces the background and our measurement of a floating

LoRa network, which motivates our work. We then propose the

attitude-aware link quality model in Section III and present the

designs of PolarTracker in Section IV. Evaluation results are

shown in Section V. We discuss the related works in Section

VI and finally conclude this paper in Section VII.

II. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

In this section, we first briefly introduce the background

knowledge and then present the observations of performance

degradation when applying LoRa in aquatic environments.

A. Introduction of LoRa and LoRaWAN

LoRa adopts CSS modulation that signal sweeps the whole

Bandwidth (BW) and forms a chirp. Spreading Factor (SF)

will determine how spread out the chirp is. A larger SF leads

to a longer chirp. With other parameters remain unchanged,

every increment of SF will double the transmission time of

a chirp. Coding Rate (CR) indicates the used redundancy

of forwarding error correction code. CR 4/5 means one-bit

correction code is added for every four data bits. Transmission

power (Tx power) is another important parameter, especially

for the floating LoRa networks that demand a long lifetime.
LoRaWAN [1], [13], proposed by the LoRa Alliance, de-

fines a LoRa system architecture and the MAC protocol.

LoRaWAN uses the star topology that clients directly transmit

data to one or more gateways. LoRaWAN specifies three

classes of the MAC protocol, based on the pure ALOHA [14];

that is, LoRaWAN clients will start transmission without any

carrier sensing whenever there is a packet.
B. Reliability Degradation of the Floating LoRa Network

To study the performance of floating LoRa, we deploy a

LoRa network in a river crossing the suburb area of a city. Two

nodes are deployed on the water surface and the gateway is on

a bridge 6m above the river. The horizontal distances between

the gateway and two nodes are 100m and 300m, respectively.

The nodes transmit packets with the Tx power of 4 dBm, using

the settings of SF 7, BW 250kHz, and CR 4/5. We measure

and compare the PRR of floating nodes and the close-by static

terrestrial nodes with the same distance to the gateway.
The PRR results are shown in Fig. 1(a). We surprisingly find

that at both distances, the PRR of floating nodes experience

obvious degradation, which is up to 64.7% at 300m. Since the

only difference between the two experiments is floating nodes

sway with the wave, we suspect the dynamic node attitude

influences the link quality. To verify our hypothesis, we let

the floating and static nodes at 100m continuously transmit

packets to the gateway and record the corresponding Received

Signal Strength (RSS) no matter the packet has bit errors or

not. From the results in Fig. 1(b), we can find that the RSS

of the floating node has much larger variations, which can be

up to 14dBm. Given such a big RSS drop, it is no wonder the

floating node’s PRR degrades. In our measurement study, it is

not uncommon to encounter RSS drops. From Fig. 1(c), we

can find that at both distances, more than 50% of the packets

experience obvious RSS degradation.
In the meantime, from the results in Fig. 1(b) and (c), we

also observe the phenomenon that floating nodes obtain the

comparable and even larger RSS. This observation indicates

there are still good transmission opportunities when the node

attitude varies. However, the existing attitude-oblivious link

model fails discovering and seizing those opportunities. This

motivates us to explore a new attitude-aware link model and
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Fig. 2. Illustration of antenna polarization. Fig. 3. RSS at different polarization angles. Fig. 4. PRR when swaying in Y-Z plane (θp = 90◦).

design the corresponding channel access method to solve the

reliability degradation problem in the floating LPWAN.

III. ATTITUDE-AWARE LINK MODEL

To discover and seize the good transmission opportunities,

an attitude-aware link model that can quantitatively describe

the impact of attitude on link quality is a foremost prerequisite.

In this section, by studying the root causes of link quality

reduction, we propose the corresponding attitude-aware link

model for floating LPWAN.

As we all know, the signal propagates in the air will

experience attenuation. The received signal strength Pr can

be described by Friis Transmission Formula [15], i.e.,

Pr = Pt
GtGrλ 2

(4πd)2
(1)

where λ is the signal wavelength, d is the distance between

the transceiver, Gt and Gr respectively indicate the gains of the

transceiver antennas. Frris formula is widely used to analyze

communication range and guide the deployments for terrestrial

wireless systems.

When reviewing Eq. (1), we notice a fact that the basic Frris

formula doesn’t explicitly take the transceiver attitude into

consideration. However, as shown in Fig. 2, the antennas used

in practice are polarized and the electric field has direction.

When the receiver antenna deviates the orientation aligned on

the electric field, additional signal strength loss will happen.

Actually, the basic Friis formula in Eq. (1) has an implicit

assumption that polarization between transceiver antennas is

aligned. However, in the floating LPWAN, the ever-changing

attitude causes the dynamic polarization alignment state. When

the transmission happens at the misaligned attitude, additional

signal strength loss will cause the RSS drop. Due to the fast-

changing attitude, the floating node will experience dynamic

drops of RSS and PRR, as observed in Section II.

A. Link Model based on Polarization

The above analysis reveals that the dynamic polarization

alignment state caused by an ever-changing attitude is the root

cause of PRR degradation of the floating networks. Hence, we

try to build the attitude-aware link model based on polarization

and include the polarization state into the Friis formula:

Pr(θp) = Pt
GtGrλ 2

(4πd)2
p (2)

where p, Polarization Loss Factor (PLF) [16], [17], is:

p = |−→er
∗ ·−→et |2 =

∣∣(cosθp
−→x + sinθp

−→z ) ·−→z ∣∣2 = sin2θp (3)

where θp is the polarization angle between transmitter antenna

and the X-axis and (.)∗ indicates the complex conjugate,−→er
∗ and −→et are respectively the unit vector of receiver and

transmitter antennas. Based on the Reciprocity Theorem of

antennas, the transmitting and receiving antenna beams are the

same. Hence, without losing generality, the gateway antenna is

regarded as vertically upward and we only consider the state

of the transmitter antenna.

To verify our model, we conduct experiments with con-

trolled attitudes. For the convenience of controlling attitude,

the experiments are done in an open area on the land. We

deploy a client 300m away from a base station in the same

horizontal plane and rotate its antenna along the X-Z plane,

as shown in Fig. 2. The client uses the setting of SF 7, BW

250kHz, and CR 4/5. The Tx power is set to 8dBm. We reform

the received power in Eq. (2) into RSS (dBm) form, which

is RSS(θp) = 10lg(Pr(θp)) = RSS(π/2)+10lg(sin2(θp)). The

measured RSS at different polarization angles is shown in Fig.

3. We can find the measured RSS results fit the proposed model

well.

However, when we apply this model to the deployed floating

network, we find packets transmitted at the aligned polariza-

tion angle (θp = 90◦) still get lost. Considering the floating

node in the three-dimensional (3D) space also sways in the

Y-Z plane, we further measure the PRR when the transceiver

antenna tilts different angles in the Y-Z plane. According to

the model, when we keep the polarization aligned, we should

observe no obvious performance difference. However, from the

measured results in Fig. 4, we can clearly find PRR gaps at

different angles. Besides, with the same angle deviation, tilting

backwards has better PRR than tilting forwards. For example,

the average PRR is 98% at −45◦ but only 77% at +45◦. The

observations indicate that besides polarization, there is another

factor of attitude affecting the link quality.
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Fig. 5. Link model when considering antenna directivity with a height
difference between the transceiver: (a) Illustration of the antenna directivity,
where θd and θh are the directivity angle and the depression angle; (b) RSS
at different directivity angles when the depression angle is fixed.

B. Link Model based on Polarization and Directivity

By analyzing the antenna design, we find that the commonly

used antenna on IoT devices is the omnidirectional dipole

antenna, which has directivity. Instead of spherical radiation,

the antenna has a toroidal radiation pattern in 3D space, as

shown in Fig. 5(a). The toroidal radiation leads to very little

power over and above the antenna. Hence, when there is a

height difference between the transceivers, the corresponding

depression angle (θh in Fig. 5(a)) will incur the directional

loss of the received signal strength. The swaying in the Y-Z

plane will cause angular variations and exacerbate the loss.

Hence, in the attitude-aware link model, we should take

both the polarization and the directivity of the antenna into

consideration. For the Frris formula in Eq. (2), we reform Gt
and Gr into ηtDt and ηrDr, where ηt and ηr are the transceiver

antenna efficiency decided by the hardware, Dt and Dr are

directivity factors of the transmitter and receiver antennas. The

directivity factor [16] is antenna gain in the forward direction

divided by the gain in all directions for the omnidirectional

antenna, which can be expressed as:

D(θ) =
2 f 2(θ)∫ π

0 f 2(θ)sinθdθ
(4)

where θ represents the angle between the antenna and the

direction connecting the transceiver. For the whip antenna used

in our application, f (θ) = sin(θ). Since the denominator is

definite integral, D equals asin2(θ), where a is a factor decided

by the antenna. In our deployment with the height difference

shown in Fig. 5 (a), Dr = D(θh + π/2) = ar sin2(θh + π/2),
where θh is the depression angle. When the transmitter sways

in the Y-Z plane, Dt = D(π −θh −θd) = at sin2(π −θh −θd),
where θd is the directional angle between the transmitter

antenna and the Y-axis. Then the Frris formula in Eq. (2) can

be reformed as follows.

Pr(θp,θd ,θh) = Pt
ηtDtηrDrλ 2

(4πd)2
p

= Pt
ηtηrλ 2

(4πd)2
sin2(θp)D(π −θh −θd)D(θh +π/2)

= P0 sin2(θp)sin2(θh +
π
2
)sin2(π −θd −θh),

(5)

(a) Polarization (b) Directivity

Fig. 6. The attitude impacts at different distances and height differences.

where P0 is the reference signal power that is related to the

amplitude of the optimal received signal. Based on Eq. (5),

we can obtain the link quality in terms of RSS at the attitude

(θp,θd) as follows.

RSS(θp,θd ,θh) = 10lg(Pr(θp,θd ,θh))

= RSS∗+RSSPL +RSSDL +RSSHL,
(6)

where RSS∗ is the maximum available RSS at a fixed distance

between transceiver, obtained when perfectly aligned. RSSPL,

RSSDL, and RSSHL are the RSS losses caused by polarization,

directivity, and height difference, which are:

RSSPL = 10lg(sin2(θp)),
RSSDL = 10lg(sin2(π −θh −θd)),
RSSHL = 10lg(sin2(θh +π/2)),

(7)

We verify this model in our deploying environment. The

height of the gateway is 6m, resulting in θh = 1.15◦. Since the

polarization loss has already been verified, for the convenience

of recording ground-truth angles in 3D space, here we control

the node attitude only in the Y-Z plane to verify the directivity

loss. All the other settings are the same as the verification

experiment in Section III-A. The results are shown in Fig. 5(b),

which fit well with our model. The RSS is much larger when

tilting the same angle forwards to the receiver than backward,

which is consistent with the observations in Fig. 4. Due to the

height difference, the transmitter antenna’s maximum power

points to the receiver at the attitudes satisfying θd +θh = 90◦.

Tilting backwards has a chance to satisfy this condition. But

keeping the antenna vertical upward in static scenarios can

hardly meet this condition. This is why we observe RSS

augments during our measurement study in Fig. 1.

We also verify the model at different distances and height

differences between the transceivers. We set the Tx power to

4dBm. When varying the distance from 100m to 300m, the

height difference is fixed to 6m. And when varying the height

difference from 6m to 8m, the distance between transceivers is

fixed to 300m. The results in Fig. 6 show the Signal-to-Noise

Ratio (SNR) which is calculated by the RSS divided by the

noise floor. We present SNR to understand the link quality

degradation more intuitively. We can find the measured SNR

fits the theoretical model very well in Fig. 6. The results verify

the effectiveness of the link model based on both polarization

and directivity. From the results, we should notice that the

model depends on the relative location of the transmitter.
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Hence, despite the small probability that the floating node

drastically changes its position because of the anchors, we

should consider the model update in the design.

Due to the continuity of physical motion, if there is bad

transmission timing with poor link quality caused by attitude

misalignment, there must be good transmission timing at the

aligned attitude. However, due to the wide range and dynamics

of the floating node’s attitude in 3D space, searching the

optimal attitude by probing transmissions at all the angles is

infeasible. Obtaining the attitude-aware link model in practice

and accordingly utilizing good transmission opportunities still

need careful designs.

IV. DESIGN

In this section, based on the attitude-aware link model, we

propose a novel channel access method called PolarTracker
that schedules packets into attitude aligned periods to im-

prove the reliability of the floating LPWAN. We first present

an overview of PolarTracker and then introduce the major

modules.

A. Overview

PolarTracker’s design goal is scheduling the channel access

into the best-aligned periods to enhance the reliability of

floating LPWAN. Even with the knowledge of the theoretical

link model, obtaining the optimal fitting model and capturing

the optimal attitude in practice is non-trivial. Most of the

existing methods are probing based methods that transmit a

large number of probing packets to obtain fine-grained RSS

measurements covering most of the targeted cases. However,

such probing based methods are not suitable for floating LoRa

networks. The attitude of the floating node has a wide range

in 3D space and changes quickly. The aligned period often

lasts only hundreds of milliseconds at a time. But a probing

packet in LoRa can take tens of milliseconds and even seconds,

resulting in a too low probing rate to timely obtain enough

representative RSS samples to fit the model. Besides, probing

based methods have a fundamental limitation of acquiring the

attitude information. They solely rely on the measured link

quality inside the network space but ignore the essential factors

behind the phenomenon in physical space.

Instead of using the information in network space only, we

utilize the physical attitude information to quickly establish

the practical model for each floating node. We can learn

from Eq. (5) that if we can obtain the attitude information

(θp,θd) and the corresponding RSS, we can obtain the fitting

model by RSS at only a few different attitudes. Therefore, we

propose leveraging the on-board Inertial Measurement Unit

(IMU) to obtain the physical attitude information. Note that

IMU is widely used in floating application systems to collect

hydrologic data such as flow rate and flow direction [18],

[19]. Hence, reusing the IMU information has no additional

hardware or energy overhead. Even if the node has no IMU,

adding an IMU has negligible hardware cost ($10 for each)

and very limited energy overhead.

Fig. 7 presents the overview of PolarTracker, which

consists of three main modules: attitude recognition, link

model establishment, and transmission controller. Initially,

the PolarTracker client will use ALOHA in LoRaWAN to

access the channel and record the IMU readings with the

corresponding RSS. Since IMU provides only Euler angles,

PolarTracker first estimates the antenna orientation to obtain

the polarization angle θp and the directivity angle θd . Then

the attitude (θ i
p,θ i

d) when transmitting packet i, along with the

RSSi piggybacked in the ACK from the gateway, is given to

the link model establishment module. The model establishment

module can estimate the parameters in the attitude-aware link

model after accumulating a few measurements. After obtaining

the model, the transmission controller comes into effect. With

the IMU data, we can track the node motion and predict node

attitude in the following short time. By the current attitude

and the predicted the next attitude, the link quality prediction

module can determine the link quality at the next attitude

based on the attitude-aware link model. If a significant RSS

drop is predicted, the transmission controller will actively stop

the packet transmission to avoid packet loss and resume the

transmissions at next alignment. During the transmissions, the

PolarTracker client can constantly update the model and track

the dynamic alignment state.

(a)  Waterproof packaging (b) Internal board with IMU
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Fig. 8. The client mounted with IMU.

B. Attitude Recognition

To acquire the physical attitude information, we use the

IMU fixed on the node board as shown in Fig. 8. Since the

antenna is also fixed, its motion is the same as the node motion.
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1) Orientation Estimation: As shown in Fig. 9, the IMU

provides Euler angles, γ , θ , and ψ , based on its coordinate sys-

tem oxbybzb. Even though the IMU’s coordinate system may

be different from the geographic coordinate system oxnynzn,

their transformation relation is unchanged because the IMU is

fixed on the board. We can easily obtain the transformation

relation between two coordinates systems before deployment.

For conciseness, without losing generality, we assume the two

coordinates systems have been calibrated and consistent with

each other in the following description.

When node swaying, the IMU coordinate relative to the

geographical coordinate in terms of Euler angles can be

expressed as:

⎡
⎣ xb

yb
zb

⎤
⎦= Cb

n(γ,θ ,ψ)

⎡
⎣ xn

yn
zn

⎤
⎦ (8)

where Cb
n(γ,θ ,ψ) is the Direction Cosine Matrix that indicates

the relationship between two coordinate systems and can be

expressed as follows [20].

Cb
n(γ,θ ,ψ) =

(
cosψ sinψ 0
−sinψ cosψ 0

0 0 1

)(
cosθ 0 sinθ

0 1 0
−sinθ 0 cosθ

)( 1 0 0
0 cosγ −sinγ
0 sinγ cosγ

)

(9)

Then we can obtain the coordinates of the antenna in the

geographic coordinate system. As shown in Fig. 10, we can

obtain the polarization angle θp by projecting the antenna into

the X-Z plane and calculating the angle between the projection

and the positive X-axis. Similarly, we project the antenna into

the Y-Z plane to obtain the directivity angle θd .

2) Motion Tracking: Due to the software delay, starting the

transmission after detecting a good attitude will lead to a delay

of actual channel access, wasting the good transmission time.

Hence, predicting the next attitude and loading packet just

before the alignment is necessary. Though floating dynamics

make the motion hard to model, we can track the short-term

antenna motion due to the inertia and continuity of physical

motions. In our design, the sampling rate of IMU is 200Hz.

The continuous motion is divided into motion slots, each of

which lasts 5ms. We use the most recent three slots to trace the

motion direction and the angular velocity in the last slot as the

angular velocity in the next slot. In this way, we can predict

the following attitudes for the transmission controller that will

be introduced in Section IV-D. Note that the node will sway

back after reaching the maximum magnitude, causing sudden

direction changes. We can calibrate the predicted attitude by

taking the remainder when the calculated results exceed the

maximum historical magnitude.

C. Attitude-aware Link Model Establishment and Update

Based on the attitude (θ̂p, θ̂d) acquired by the attitude recog-

nition module and the corresponding R̂SS, we can estimate the

parameters in Eq. (6) to obtain the link model for each floating

node. The workflow in Fig. 11 presents how PolarTracker
establishes and updates the attitude-aware link model. Initially,

there is no information about the attitude and the link quality.

Hence, PolarTracker follows LoRaWAN and adopts ALOHA

to transmit the packets but records the corresponding attitudes

when transmitting packets. We ask the gateway piggybacks the

RSS of the received packets in the ACK messages. In this way,

the PolarTracker client can collect the measured RSS value

corresponding to the attitude at time i, i.e, {(θ̂ i
p, θ̂ i

d), R̂SSi}.

In Eq. (6) and Eq. (7), only two parameters, θh, and RSS∗,

are unknown. After accumulating several measurements, the

attitude-aware link model for this floating node at this position

can be established.

Due to the limited computing power of low-power LoRa

nodes, solving the trigonometric and inverse trigonometric

functions is infeasible. Hence, we calculate and store the

values of the logarithmic sine function and the values if sine

function from 0 to 90◦ with a step of 1◦ in advance. When

calculating Eq. (7) and Eq. (9), PolarTracker directly quires

the table using the angles. When we calculate the directivity

loss, the directivity angle θd will dominate and we can ignore

the impact θh because it will be much smaller than θd in

our targeted wide-area deployments where the communication

distance is much longer than the height difference. Then

PolarTracker will schedule and control the packets to be

transmitted in the aligned periods. During the following trans-

missions, more observations of RSS at different attitudes can

be continuously accumulated and the model can be constantly

updated to adapt to floating dynamics.

For floating LPWAN that have high deployment and main-

taining cost, energy efficiency is crucial. Our model establish-

ment and update method is light-weight and highly energy-

efficient. The probing-based methods consume too much en-

ergy on transmitting probing packets. In LoRa, with a Tx

power of 17dBm, the power consumption can be 87mA and



each packet can last for tens or even hundreds of milliseconds.

Besides, due to the low achievable probing rate, blind probing

has to cover multiple swaying rounds to obtain enough mea-

surements at different attitudes to acquire the best link quality.

Different from the probing-based methods, we utilize the low-

power IMU sensors to directly acquire the physical attitude

information and obtain the RSS measurements from legacy

data packets. The power consumption of the IMU sensor is

only 280μA in our current implementation, which is much

lower than packet transmissions. Besides, if the application

already has used IMU data, we can just reuse the data without

extra overhead.

D. Transmission Controller

The goal of the transmission controller module is scheduling

the channel access of packets into the aligned periods. The

packet transmission has inevitable software delay, including

the packet loading, radio state switching, etc. Therefore, if

we make the decision after detecting a good aligned attitude,

the channel will be accessed with a non-negligible delay

that wastes the valuable aligned period. Hence, PolarTracker
integrates a link quality prediction component to predict the

link quality at the next predicted attitude based on the link

model and current attitude.

Different from LoRaWAN that accesses the channel im-

mediately when there is a packet, PolarTracker proactively

controls the channel access time to enhance the reliability. That

is, if the predicted link quality is getting better for reliable

transmission, PolarTracker will schedule the transmission at

the next attitude and start loading the next packet into radio

in advance.

V. EVALUATION

We extensively evaluate PolarTracker’s performance in var-

ious real-world scenarios. First, we present the experiment

settings and then show the evaluation results in detail.
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Fig. 12. Experiment settings.

A. Experiment Setup

To evaluate PolarTracker, we implement and deploy a proto-

type system on commercial LoRa platforms with three clients

and a gateway, as shown in Fig. 12(a). A Dragino LG01-P

LoRa Device with HopeRF’s RFM96W [21] is used as the

base station. PolarTracker is implemented on the commercial

Dragino Lora Shield [21] with Semtech SX1278. The gain

of the antenna used in our prototype is 3dBi. The network

(a) PRR (b) Throughput

Fig. 13. The real-world performance in the aquatic environment.

operates at the 433MHz frequency band. During the following

experiments, unless otherwise specified, the parameters of

LoRa nodes are set as: SF = 7, BW = 250kHz, and CR = 4/5.

The length of the packet payload is 8 bytes. When evaluating

point-to-point performance, we use client C. The IMU sam-

pling rate is 200Hz. To compare with LoRaWAN, we also

implement the ALOHA protocol on our prototype platforms.

Fig. 12(b) shows the experiment scene.

B. Real-world Performance in the Aquatic Environment

We first present an overview of the real-world performance

of our deployed floating network in the aquatic environment.

Fig. 13 shows the PRR and throughput of PolarTracker and

LoRaWAN of the clients A, B, and C. For all the three clients,

PolarTracker achieves a better performance. From Fig. 13(a),

we can find that the average PRR of PolarTracker of three

clients are 99%, 94.7%, and 84.2%, while the average PRR

of LoRaWAN is 91.4%, 75.1%, and 65.2%. PolarTracker is

1.08×,1.26×,1.29× better than LoRaWAN respectively. The

throughput is measured by the corrected received bits when

transmitting at the highest data rate of LoRa. Similar improve-

ments can be observed. The results demonstrate PolarTracker
can indeed improve the reliability of floating networks in real-

world aquatic environments. In the following, we will further

evaluate PolarTracker in detail.

C. Impact of LoRa Transmission Parameters

LoRa has multiple parameters that can influence reliability.

Hence, we evaluate the performance of PolarTracker when

LoRa using different parameters to verify PolarTracker can

improve the performance in different settings. For comparison,

we also conduct the experiments using LoRaWAN in static

and floating scenarios. During all the experiments, the distance

between transceivers is consistent to keep fairness.

1) Impact of Tx Power: The foremost parameter is the Tx

power that directly affects the RSS. Hence, we first study

the performance of PolarTracker when varying the Tx power

from 2 to 10dBm. The PRR of the different methods is shown

in Fig. 14(a). PolarTracker can effectively improve the PRR

to the level of LoRaWAN in the static scenario. When Tx

power is 2dBm, LoRaWAN can only obtain a PRR of 55.1%,

while PolarTracker can achieve a PRR of 82% increasing

by 48.8%, which is similar to the PRR when LoRaWAN

uses a Tx power of 8dBm. From the results, we find that

PolarTracker can achieve better performance than LoRaWAN
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Fig. 14. Performance with different LoRa parameters.

Fig. 15. The accuracy of attitude recognition. Fig. 16. The accuracy of the link model estab-
lishment.

Fig. 17. The fitting curve of PolarTracker .

in the static scenario because PolarTracker can capture the

directivity aligned attitude when swaying backwards.

2) Impact of SF: In LoRa, a chirp consists of a 2SF number

of RF chips in a symbol window. Every increment of SF will

double the transmission time of a chirp. Increasing SF will

lower the sensitivity and have better reliability. Hence, we

study the performance of three methods when SF varies from

7 to 12. The experimental results are shown in Fig. 14(b). As

expected, with the increase of SF, PRR increases obviously.

But at all settings, PolarTracker outperforms LoRaWAN.

When the SF is 7, the PRR of PolarTracker reaches 80%,

while the LoRaWAN is only 63.3%. What’s worth noticing

is the PRR of PolarTracker with SF 8 is close to that of

LoRaWAN with SF 11. It means PolarTracker can use a much

lower SF for the floating nodes to obtain the similar PRR,

which may bring a potential 8× data rate improvement.

3) Impact of BW: Similar to SF, BW is related to the data

rate. We study the performance at commonly used BW 125,

250, and 500kHz. The experiment results are shown in Fig.

14(c). Again, PolarTracker achieves the best PRR, which can

improve the PRR by up to 30% when using BW 125kHz.

We can also find increasing bandwidth can improve reliability

for all the methods. Based on our understanding, the reason

behind this result is that the larger BW, the shorter on-air time

of a packets is, and the less affected by the dynamic attitude.

D. Performance of PolarTracker’s Modules

1) Accuracy of Attitude Recognition: We first evaluate the

accuracy of the attitude recognition module. We vary the

antenna attitude at different angles from 0◦ to 180◦ in our lab

and measure the calculation errors of θp and θd based on the

IMU data. Fig. 15 shows the Cumulative Distribution Function

(CDF) of the estimation errors of θp and θd . The average

errors of θp and θd are 0.44◦ and 0.36◦ respectively. The

accuracy is good enough for further link model establishment

and transmission control.

2) The Accuracy of Link Model: Though our model can

be calculated with only two RSS at different attitudes, more

measurements can help improve the accuracy of parameter

estimation. Hence, we study the estimation accuracy of RSS∗
at a fixed height with varying the numbers of measurements in

the deployed network. The parameter estimated by ten-minute

measurements is regarded as the ground-truth. The average

estimation errors using different the number of measurements

are shown in Fig. 16. We can find that the error decreases

when using more measurements, as expected. And using eight

measurements is good enough to obtain the RSS∗ estimation

with the error less than 1dBm. Hence, in our current imple-

mentation, we use eight measurements to establish the model.

We also plot the curve of our fitting model obtained by eight

measurements in the view of θd in Fig. 17. Note that the link

model is obtained by both θd and θp. We use the view of

θd only for display clearness. We can find the fitting curve is

very close to the ground-truth. The results demonstrate that

PolarTracker can quickly establish the link model based on

only a few measurements.

3) The Accuracy of Capturing the Aligned Attitude: After

obtaining the link model, we can capture the aligned attitude

based on motion tracking and link quality prediction modules.

As previously mentioned, channel probing based methods that

transmit at the attitude with the best probed RSS are not

accurate due to the low achievable probing rate. We compare



Fig. 18. The accuracy of capturing alignments.
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Fig. 19. Comparison with the retransmission scheme.

the aligned attitude estimation accuracy of PolarTracker and

the probing based method based on 20 probing packets sent

in one second. The deviations from the best-aligned attitude

of two methods are shown in Fig. 18. We can find that

PolarTracker can capture an aligned attitude with less than

1◦ error for most of the cases. But the probing based method

with error of nearly 10◦ cannot accurately capture the attitude.

E. Comparison with the Retransmission Scheme

Retransmission is a simple method that resends the lost

packets, identical to automatic repeat request (ARQ). But blind

retransmissions in floating LPWAN cost too much energy. We

compare PolarTracker with LoRaWAN augmented with ARQ

when the client has different packet rates. The results are

shown in Fig. 19. We can find that retransmission can also im-

prove the PRR, obtaining a similar PRR to PolarTracker. But

the retransmission scheme is to gain the benefit of PRR at the

expense of energy consumption. From the results in Fig. 19(b),

we can find a large number of retransmissions are needed to

obtain the PRR improvements. But PolarTracker only needs

to transmit once. For the energy-hungry floating LPWAN, the

energy-consuming retransmission scheme is unfavored.

VI. RELATED WORK

Despite the prosperity of IoT in terrestrial environments

[22]–[25], its applications in aquatic environments remain

scarce. But researchers keep attempting to apply IoT in aquatic

environments for many years. The early deployments mainly

use short-range wireless techniques [26], [27], such as ZigBee

in Oceansense [28], WiFi and LTE in [29]. But either the

limited communication range or high cost of infrastructure

hinders large-scale applications. The emergence of LPWAN

brings to light for the floating IoT systems, due to its low

cost and long communication range. In recent years, a lot of

applications in aquatic environments are proposed [3]–[6].

LoRa with high sensitivity is expected to have good relia-

bility. However, according to our deployment experience, we

find the reliability degradation of the floating LoRa network,

which has not been discovered and solved. Existing reliability

improvement methods used in territorial environments are

inefficient to solve this problem. Many existing works focus

on controlling the transmission parameters [9], [10], [30] to

obtain better PRR but ignore the fact that using more robust

parameters can cause unaffordable energy overhead for float-

ing deployments. Similarly, blind retransmissions [11], [12]

consume too much energy but obtain limited improvements.

A few MAC protocols are proposed to improve the reliability

[31]–[33]. For example, LMAC [33] designs three efficient

CSMA-based MAC protocols for LoRa networks to balance

the loads of the channels defined by frequencies and spreading

factors. Further, aiming at the reliability reduction caused

by packet collision, a large number of concurrent decoding

methods are proposed [34]–[36]. For instance, CoLoRa [35]

utilizes packet time offset to disentangle collided packets.

Most of the existing works on LPWAN reliability neglect

the impact of attitude on link quality and only rely on the

in-network probed information to adjust the transmissions.

Different from them, we focus on solve the reliability problem

caused by the dynamic attitude of the floating nodes in aquatic

environments. We propose a novel attitude-aware channel

access method based on our new link model.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose PolarTracker, a novel attitude-

aware channel access method dedicated to the floating

LPWAN. We theoretically establish an attitude-aware link

model that quantitatively describes the relationship between

the attitude of a floating node and its link quality. Instead of

using only in-network probed information, PolarTracker also

leverages the on-board IMU to directly acquire the physical at-

titude information and quickly obtain the practical link model

with only a few measurements. PolarTracker tracks the node

attitude alignment state and actively schedules the packets to

access the channel during the aligned periods with better link

qualities. The extensive experimental results demonstrate the

efficiency of PolarTracker. In the real-world deployment in

aquatic environments, PolarTracker can improve the PRR by

48.8%, compared with LoRaWAN.
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